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with the governmental agencies that are the customers for the research output of the labs.

Origins of Labs

The two laboratories originated quite differently. Lincoln was created in 1918, at the request of the United States Government, in search of a laboratory to take on major responsibility for research and development in aix defense. The Instrumentation Lab has a professional staff of comparable size, and the total staff of both labs runs four thousand.
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60 AA students draw up orbital coast guard details

Saty MIT seniors and graduate students in aeronautics and astro- nautics, working under Dr. Tsy T. Li, have drawn up detailed plans for a sort of orbital coast guard.

Submit to NASA

Plans for Nereus, the Near Earth Orbiting Station, have been sub- mitted to NASA for consideration. Each year MIT students spend a semester on such a study to get shown an interest in developing space and technology. Favorable reaction to meetings
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